The Strange Murder of King Thiri-thu-dhamma
shown to be in a circle surrounding the palace-city. The squares
were secretly placed there with the ritual prescribed.
That to us Yattara sounds nonsensical is beside the point.
Everyone in Mrauk-u believed in the potency of the art. And to
have it used against you was as alarming as it would have been at
that date in Europe for a man to learn that a witch was occultly
attacking him. Manrique himself did not disbelieve. He ascribes
the practice to the Devil and was quite as convinced of its evil
efficacy as was the Archbishop of Goa that a devil dwelt in the
supposed Kandy tooth.
In addition to burying the squares, Kuthala composed certain
incantatory poems, written in such a rhythm and consisting of
such an arrangement of symbolical letters that when uttered at
the correct time and angle, they would increase the malefic influ-
ence of the squares. These poems were called Nga-swe and an
example of one of them is to be found in the manuscripts. On
translation it appears now to have no meaning at all and no doubt
its virtue did not lie in meaning but in sound, sound coming like
the bell's note from a certain direction. Boys were engaged to
sing these poems at stated points outside the palace-city.
News that sorcery was being sung was reported to Lat Rone, the
Chief Minister. He caused inquiries to be made and came to the
conclusion that a magical crime was being committed, the in-
tended victim being the King. His suspicions fell on the Queen ,and
Kuthala. The reader will remember that the two persons burnt by
the Inquisition at the auto-da-fe which Dellon attended were con-
victed of committing magical crimes. The belief that such crimes
had reality was universal. Nor can it be said that the belief had no
substance. We use a different terminology now, but when we
speak of the power which suggestion has, particularly over primi-
tive people, we are admitting that a mind may be vulnerable to
the sort of fears which the witch-doctor is able to arouse in his
victim.
After some hesitation Lat Rone communicated his suspicions to
the King. We may think that he would have done better to have
said nothing. As long as the King did not know what was being
done, there was no danger. It would be the shock, we should say,
arising from the knowledge that a magical assault was being made
which would hurt him, not the magic itself. But Kuthala believed
that Yattara could kill his master by its own force, whether he
knew that he was its victim or not.
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